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Abstract 
A fast and efficient segmentation algorithm based on the Boundary Contour System/Feature 
Contour System (BCS/FCS) of Grossberg and Mingolla. [3] is presented. This implementation is 
based on the FFT algorithm and the parallelism of the system. 
Introduction. 
Grossberg and Mingolla [3] proposed a neural network model for image segmentation which has 
proven very useful in explaining various psychophysical data. (e.g. neon color spreading). However, 
its application to computer vision or imago processing has not been wide spread. Recently, this 
model has been applied to segmentation problems which had been impossible to treat with standard 
techniques [2]. 
We attribute this lack of extensive <tpplica\ion of the model to the apparent complexity of the 
mechanism and notation published. We hope to dimystify this model by providing a. description 
in terms of vector notation for each stage of the system. In a,ddition, fast algorithms to operate 
this system are not readily available and its operation has not becm c~xpla.ined in applied terms. In 
this paper, we present an optimi2ed algorithm based on the BCS/FCS. This implementation takes 
advantage of the inherent parallelism in the BCS/FCS systcmt, and of the fast fourier transform 
(FFT) algorithm to solve thcl equations in terms of convolutions in the frequency domain. 'l'his 
provides the means for efficient preprocessing of im<tges for computer vision and im<tge processing. 
The following soetion introduces the model. A later section will describe a. simplified and 
efficient algorithm of the boundary extraetion system. 
BCS /FCS system 
This system consists of two paraJlel pathways whieh c~xtract high frequeney (!IF) information 
(e.g. boundaries, edges, or lines) and low frequency (LF) information (e.g. luminance or color) 
respectively. Both channels have noise suppression properties. In particular, the !IF channel 
reconstructs, emphasizes, and extracts boundaries from the image. The LF ehannel performs 
filtering of "salt-and-pepper" and wide-bmHl noise. This system contrast-enhances the image and 
suppresses the noise without blurring the image. This is aecomplished by fusing the HF channel 
with the LF channel. 
The processing stages of tlw HF channel consists of 1) contrast-enha,ncement (via isotropic 
filters or on-center/off-surround competition), 2) line/edge orientation deteetion (via anisotropic 
filters), 3) local competition <tmong orientations and across space to define the locally coherent 
orientation to be supported, and 4) boundary or line completion (via spatial cooperation among 
filters of similar orientations). 
The LF channel, on the other hand, consists of a single stage in which both the image data and 
its boundaries (from the !IF channel) are combined. This allow for the filling in of textural values 
within segmented grouping in the image. Filling in is implemented by the spread of activation 
values across units; the spread is constrained by the boundaries established by signals from the 
HF channel. Therefore, this stage counteracts the effects of pure high-pass filtering approaches by 
improving the signal-to-noise ratio of the image, while preserving and enhancing its boundaries. 
The HF channel will be emphasi~ed because its edge enhancement, boundary completion, and 
segmentation stages can by themselves provide sufficient information for segmentation or as silhou-
ettes inputs to existing algorithms. 
Fast BCS /FCS Algorithm 
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Notation 
Decay rate. 
Small bias constant. 
Cooperative filter (e.g. bipolar kernel defined as a 
thresholded product of left and right shifted gaussian kernels. 
-~ -~ A 1 e •1 - A 2e "' : Concentric fLlter. 
J2 > Jj, A1 > A2 
Difference of gaussia.ns. 
Sum of ga.ussia.ns. 
Non-liiW<lr signal transfer functions (eg. threshold-linear). 
2-D Gabor w<welets (or any otht~r oriented filter). 
Identity matrix. 
Activity matrix of second stage (line/edge detection). 
Orienta.tion. 
Maximal a.etivity level. 
2 x (image dimension +filter dimension). 
Image of size rn x rn 
Sum of ga.ussians. 
Feedback activity matrix. 
Activity matrix of lower third stage ( eom petition across spa.ce ). 
Activity matrix of first stage (contrast-enhancement). 
Activity matrix of upper third stage (competition among orientations). 
Activity matrix of fomth sta.ge (boundary c.ornpletion). 
Winner- talw- all. 
Convolution _iJ_I_ frequency domain. 
Table 1 shows the equations which define the HF system and the degree of complexity of the 
system based on the FFT algorithm. On the other hand, the ilow diagram in figme 1 illustrates 
the interactions among the various stages. In the first stage of processing (Noise Suppression), 
the image is contrast-enhanced by a. feedforward shunting network. A shunting network can be 
implemented as the convolution of the image with a.n isotropic filter, followed by normalization of 
energy. 
Second, the image is filtered through a. set of oriented or <Ulisotropic filters (Gabor ftltering). 
For this, we have selected Gabor wavelets to filter the image because they have shown to provide 
complementary information useful when segmenting ambiguous areas(l]. 
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Figure 1: Flow diagram of HF system. 
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This process leads to a stage of competition across space for a given orientation (spatial sharpen-
ing). Its output is fed to a layer of competition among orientations at a given position ( orientational 
sharpening). It is in the first competitive sta.ge that bottom-up and top-down information converge. 
Activity in this layer is biased by feedback from higher stages to reinforce spatially coherent orienta-
tions (boundary completion). Also, the input. is contrast-enhanced a.nd boundary edges extracted. 
The output of the first competitive stage, when stable, is the actual output of the system. 
The fourth stage (cooperation or boundary completion) consists of cooperation among coherent 
orientations across space. The neighborhood of cooperation is cleflnccl by a kernel around a. given 
cell expanding in the orientation of that cell. This cooperation lc<1ds to boundary reinforcement 
and completion through its feedback to third stage (S(~C table 1 for the definition of the feedback 
term (Vk) in the la.st equation). In simulations, this signal is fedback until the difference between 
<1ctiva.tions at two succesive times are less than a preset constant (c << 1). A thresholdecl product 
of left and right shifted gaussian kernels is used to insure inward completion of boundaries (3]. 
Equations Complexity based on FFT 
Contrast-en han cern en t X_ DoP 
- AI+SOP 2N log N + 2 N 2 
Gabor ftltering Jk = Gk 0 X k (2N log N + N2) 
Spatial sharpening Wk _ Bl±M.Jk±Vk 
- l+M.l'oD k ( N log N + N2) 
Orientational sharpening yk _ Wk!8!E 
- l+L_ Wm®F k (3 N log N + 2N2) 
Cooperation zk = w(f(Yk) 0 Ck) k ( 2N log N + N2 ) 
Feedback yk _ h(Zk] 
- l+) zmoD k (N log N + N2) 
Output Lkwk 
Table 1: Equations and approximate complexity analysis in terms of convolutions in the HF channel 
algorithm. Convolution is defined in the frequency domain. Image and kernels are assumed to be 
available in the frequency domain. Therefore, their forward FFT are not included in the complexity 
a.na.lysis. 
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